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As you can read in the first words of The Bible, "In the beginning there was a word" or information; this was
the program for the creation of the Universe. In this article, I will use the word “Creator”. Please do not be
confused by this word. We humans may never find a clear explanation for the identity of "The Creator" but,
regardless of our beliefs on the Creation of the Universe, we can all certainly agree that The Universe exists.
We may often ask ourselves, “Is it possible that the Universe came into existence spontaneously?” And we
should answer “No”. The Universe is very complicated and there is a rational explanation for the creation of
it. People understand the physical material world, but it is very difficult to understand what a non-material
world would be like and the interconnection between the two different types. We definitely cannot imagine
the world containing the extremes of either none or infinite parameters of non-material information.
Scientists are now trying to develop knowledge of the existence and recognition of the adoption of nonmaterial information on the matter. The knowledge of the interconnection between non-material
information and physical world can help mankind to develop laws for a better and healthier life for all
inhabitants of Earth.
Russia, Stavropol, 2010.
Anatoly Lucevich
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1. THE ANNOTATIVE DICTIONARY OF USED WORDS AND EXPRESSIONS
Antipode substance (PROENERGY) is the "FORMATION" received as a result of break of "0" spaces and forms
a base in creation of matter and antimatter. An Antipode substance is not a matter and does not bear any
information.
The information is a non-material program directed to pro-energy with the purpose of creating matter with
set physical, chemical, geometrical, psych-emotional parameters and properties.
Individual consciousness is an information program of any material object (from an elementary energy form
up to mankind). As a material object becomes more complicated, this program receives more independence
managing of a physical body and influences on its integrity (algorithm of the program).
Induction is a process of creating various electromagnetic fields with different geometries and frequencies.
Corpuscular matter is a matter with elementary particles, atoms, molecules, cells.
Self-induction is a process of creating space, according the information proceeding from field and
corpuscular forms of a matter, an electromagnetic and gravitational field with powerful characteristics.
CONSCIOUSNESS of "CREATOR" is a REASONABLE, SELF-REALIZING, and RIGIDLY BIPOLAR INFORMATION
SYSTEM WITH WIDE EMOTIONAL RANGE. CONSCIOUSNESS of the "CREATOR" is a DESIGN OFFICE and
LABORATORY for SPACE. All matter develops under this program with intra-specific self-updating in
admissible limits (evolution).
"0" zero space - space which is not present in physical meaning. It is the non-material world with ’0”and
infinity parameters. There is no duplication. For example, non-material information, which describes the
structure of an atom of hydrogen, presents itself in just a single copy in a uniform information system. It also
defines all physical and chemical properties which appear in material space. This “0” space will name as a
bank of information created by "CREATOR" which contains uniform information of all physical worlds.

2. THE INFORMATION
The INFORMATION is a program which is used for the creation all physical objects in the Universe including
mankind.
The INFORMATION is the program setting of all matter’s properties.
The INFORMATION is not a material substance; it is imperishable. Information parameters can be defined
only through their display in a material world.
Everything in the physical world is information: architectural-geometrical skeletons of electromagnetic and
gravitational fields, elementary particles, atoms, molecules, cells, organs, systems and whole organs;
physical, chemical and biological properties; viruses and all cellular forms of matter. It is possible to read
Information out, to recondition any carriers, to store it for further use, and transfer it to any address and to
any distances.
Electromagnetic fields, waves and radiation are some forms of matter which can be used to record, store and
transfer information. Information transfers from one point in the Universe to another instantly. For example,
the Sun is not a source of physical (photon) energy; this is just a close object of thermonuclear synthesis, but
a stable source of the diverse electromagnetic, gravitational and radiated information. The matter of space
will transform this information in the field structure (wave) to reach the Earth.
The atomic-molecular form of a matter was created from a matter of space and implicitly reacts to the
information which comes from changing the pulsation on an electronic shell in the atom. Increasing the
amplitude and frequency of a pulsation creates various types of chemical communications in molecules.
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It is possible to receive any information of the events which occurred in a material world in any point of
space. Having the initial information of the standard properties of a sample makes is possible to achieve the
same properties in the object.
The INFORMATION does not comply with mathematical laws of addition and subtraction, and it cannot be
strong or weak. The information used for the construction of the Universe does not disappear; it is eternal.
AND + AND = AND; AND - AND = AND.
The information artificially imports to any form of object changing physical, chemical, biological and other
properties and qualities characterized by a degree of stability. The information can be recorded in internuclear crystal structure and transferred using any forms of matter. Depending on the record conditions, this
information can be used as a onetime action (short) or reusable action (volumetric). For example: the
information of Novocain medication which can be recorded in the melted metal, wax, and paraffin from
books, diskettes or the Internet is a short, onetime action. For further use of this information, it is necessary
to translate one in volumetric action. For entering the information into a matter, one should use
electromagnetic carriers with diverse frequency parameters. The frequency of the electromagnetic carrier
should be approximately equal to the frequency of the self-induction of a corpuscular kind of a matter. For
example, a correction program working over the human body should work in an environment with
frequencies from 0 up to 1х1014 Hz, but for programs acting through atoms, nucleolus of hydrogen in a
molecule of DNA requires frequencies greater than 1х1025Hz. Otherwise the correcting program will be
duplicated only by the water medium and will not lead to deep changes in a cell and architecture of
geometrical arrangement of organs and systems in a human body.

3. ANTIPODAL SUBSTANCE
The CONSCIOUSNESS is in zero-space. At one time, it was receiving volumetric information, broke zero
space, and as a result of this process, received antipodal substance (pro-energy). This process created a
point from which to build 3-D space. In this moment, there was no geometry of space. However, having set
the information on break and collapse zero space simultaneously, the division of virtual pro-energy
information on two times and the three-dimensional space information, the geometry of space and antispace has been received. There was a creation of a basis for the future construction of the material Universe.
In one volume was created two mutually exclusive substances, the antipodes divided by consciousness of
"CREATOR". Antipodal substances had formed a basis for first form of a matter -energy. Possibly, in that
time, the space of universe represented a boiler with roughly boiling (in all volume) water (chaos). There was
created Universe and anti-Universe.



The Universe has natural figures parameters of between 0and is different from nonmaterial space
where the parameters are only 0 or
, and it has a vibration parameter. The geometrical space of the
Universe was formed at expansion antipodal substances from 0 up to
and exists only inside of these
coordinates.





Е (Universe) = Е (anti-Universe)
As a result of annihilation, matters and antimatters do not create liberation of energy; the matter and
antimatter simply disappear.
The laws used at creation of a matter.
- Bipolar. Dualism (Law of Unity and Conflict of Opposites)
- Similarity.
- Trinity
The duration of the stable existence of any form of a matter in space is subordinated to these laws and
especially the law of Trinity. All these laws are a base of the knowledge of Universe creation. The knowledge
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of cavitations concept can be a basis of the theory which considers how information and emotions work in
the non-material world.

4. Forms of a matter.
Matter exists in the following forms: energy, matter of space, field structure, atomic-molecular, cellular and
human.
These forms are connected to one another by transitive forms. Elementary particles and plasma are
transitive forms between field and atomic-molecular forms. Between atomic-molecular and cellular forms
are viruses. Between cellular and the human beings are all vegetative and fauna. Between energy and field
forms are only subjective assumptions of people having high nervous sensitivity fields and energy forms of a
matter.
Each subsequent form of a matter is based on the previous forms and has them in the structure. A human
body has cellular, atomic, field and energy forms of matter.
Academic science accepts the stages of an evolutionary development of a matter but takes into account the
accident process to create The Universe and does not agree that each next life-form matter has a basis from
previous forms and that all forms exist in The Universe and in the human body.
4.1 Energy (anti-energy) - the first form of a matter.
The first form of matter was an energy that was characterized by the instantaneous creation of information,
the absolute absence of fixing geometry and no corpuscular structure, and high randomness of the
information in space.
The result was a Chaos Epoch.
4.2 Matter of Space
The Matter of Space is an environment of creation. The Matter of Space does not have a corpuscular
structure, and the basis of Matter of Space is Energy. The stabilization and transformation of Energy into a
Matter of Space is still an enigma. The properties of a Matter of Space should still be studied, especially the
interaction between human’s thoughts (the information in the electronic forms creating by brain cells) and
space.
The matter of space and anti-space are two coexisting antipodes which are divided by 0- space, or the
consciousness of the "Creator". The matter of space materializes the information which is induced of 0space. Induction information takes part of the field structure of matter. The field structure of matter
practically possesses zero energy parameters. It assumes that the speed of materialized information is equal
to speed of light. Physical objects including elementary particles, atoms, molecules and cells, which were
created in Matter of Space and by Matter of Space, become a stable source of the diverse information. The
matter of space reacts to this information (process of a self-induction) and creates the field form of matter
with energy-power characteristics.
4.3 Field structure, Law of Trinity
The matter of space creates two field structures: induced and self-induced. If the frequency and geometrical
parameters of these field structures coincide, the liaison channel between 0- space and physical object is
formed. Through this channel goes (1) the information defining its mutual relation between the physical
object and its surrounding matter, (2) the program, which conducts the physical, chemical, biological and
other properties of cells, tissues, organs, systems and all organism, (3) the program defining an
architecturally-geometrical skeleton of a material object from atoms, molecules, cells, tissues, organs and
systems. Feedback is also received through this channel. This law establishes conformity between the
information bank “CREATOR” and the individual consciousness of a physical object (independent reaction to
external influence) and is determined to be a Law of Trinity.
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The field form of a matter is stable, if the source of the information is stable. The induced form is created by
the information from 0- space and used in an architectural skeleton of the future corpuscular form. Physical,
chemical, biological, emotional and other parameters of an object are setting through this skeleton. The
induced form is weak energy magnitude information in space, and a volumetric hologram in dynamics. The
self-induced form is created by the information from corpuscular matter at the speed of light. Unlike the
induced form, it possesses a powerful range of characteristics depending on the object’s parameters used for
creation.
Now we can talk about three kinds of this form: electric, magnetic and gravitational. However, the primary
kinds of this form are electric and magnetic. The field form of a matter is used as a carrier of the information.
All kinds of chemical connections are a field form.
Symbiosis of the three kinds of the field form of a matter became a basis of corpuscular forms: atomicmolecular, cellular, and human. Galaxies and solar systems are created from corpuscular forms. Atomic molecular form creates stable electromagnetic and gravitational fields with a power range of characteristics
(process of a self-induction). The gravitational force reliably connects among themselves galaxies, solar
systems and planets on the orbits. The Universe has some relative freedom for its own evolution and
development.
Unfortunately, there are only a few devices which can be used for visualization of self-induced fields,
including a human electromagnetic fields, or auras. We can take a picture of the electromagnetic directed
beam of a healer or the master of martial arts. Official science could not have an explanation of this
phenomenon, however the information theory allows for its explanation.
4.4 Atomic-molecular form of a matter.
The hydrogen atom became a material substance (visible) and took on some part in creating skeletons for
field type material structure. However, the power range of characteristics of hydrogen were practically equal
0, it can be compared to analogue the hologram in dynamics. A hologram can be visual, but it is not have real
material characteristics.
Using time parameters during the creation of an atom of hydrogen, there is transition to material
parameters: an impulse (analogy to a gyroscope), capacities, density and as consequence of weight and
gravitational structure of the field form of a matter. There was a conditional process of condensation. This
process of "condensation" means that all material substances started from non-material information, or
"WORD", that was processed billions of years ago. Simultaneously with the program of creation of an atom of
hydrogen, the information for creation of galaxies and solar systems has entered in a space. Under the
certain programs and at the influence of powerful a self-induction gravitational fields with application of
centrifugal and centripetal forces there was a creation from atoms of hydrogen of a various atomic matter
with in advance planned properties. It was created with more dense atomic matter, as a gas, for example.
The gravitational and other self-induction fields became more powerful, consequently the process of
synthesis of the inorganic atomic and molecular form of a matter was accelerated. After oxygen was created,
the process of the formation of water was begun - a programmed incubator for organic substances, viruses
and cells.
On the Earth an organic matter was created in water. Water has been created as a substance with a wide and
universal spectrum of physical and chemical properties and information opportunities. Water is used as the
working tool for organic objects: molecules, viruses, cells, tissue, and filler for any protein-cellular organs.
The field structure of the hydrogen connection in molecules of water is used as a receiver, a holder and a
transmitter of the information. The hydrogen connection is a weaker covalent linkage; hence, a field
structure is more mobile, plastic and sensitive under the influence of weak electro-magnetic fields
transferring the information from 0- space. There is 90% of building material for Universe consists from the
molecules of the hydrogen.
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Water as an incubator (in any volume: the pool, lake, ocean) receives field structures (architectural skeletons
of molecules) of simple and complex organic substances. The hydrogen in molecules of water, under the
influence of this field information, created more powerful spatial skeletons (conductors) from "moleculesdipoles". From these conductors there was construction of a complex organic molecule. Water is used as a
carrying medium.
Water is used for clearing and surrounding us of the alluvial and instable information as well. In water you
can record certain information programs: plots, homeopathy, and others. It is necessary to remember that, in
usual conditions water quickly accepts and rewrites the information. For longer preservation information it
should place a micro hinge of crystal substances with the essential information in it in water. Now
technologies of entering of any information in water solutions, and also strengthening of capacity of its
influence are studied well enough and do not represent technical difficulties. These technologies are in detail
described in the section on Practical information.
The creation of the single-stranded molecules РНК and its spatial addition in two strings confirms the version
that, as the receiver and the transmitter of the information, the field structure of hydrogen is used. This field
it is created by a matter of space at rapprochement Adenine and Thymine (Uracil) - 2 connections and
Guanine with Cytozine-3 connections. In this field plait enter the programs-information acting from 0- space.
So there was a creation of the molecule RNA, or DNA, the rigid device for carrying all of the information in a
cellular matter. Having received a rigid protein shell, the molecule RNA became a virus. The biological
information of a virus proves its chemical compound and a geometrical skeleton of construction to be true. If
as a result of a certain influence on the geometry or hydrogen connection will be broken, a virus will not
receive the biological program from 0- space and could not be built in the cellular mechanism of
reproduction RNA. Technologies of infringement of geometry of an architectural skeleton are put in a basis of
neutralization of a virus infection, « see Practical information ».
The subsequent improvement of this organic "Winchester" (molecule RNA, or DNA) has demanded, for giving
to it durability and rigidity, to apply a double spiral and this spiral to stitch protein molecules with markers.
After such reconstruction, only the РH and temperature of a solution could break the integrity of the
hydrogen connection. The rise of human body temperatures with the purpose of breaking of hydrogen
connection and repayment of a field is incorporated in the human vital information program and used for
self-healing from viruses programs. The subsequent restoration of hydrogen connections in DNA occurs after
plentiful sweat and as result of the decrease in body temperatures. The extensive temperature break of
hydrogen connections during self-healing practically always leads to loss of consciousness because the
channel connection cells and 0- space disappears. It is necessary to remember that the development of
Interferon as a powerful suppressor of a virus infection (chemical substances breaking geometry of
construction of molecule RNA of a virus) does not always occur. And the further development of Interferon
will strike their consumption on the immune system of mankind more feasibly than antibiotics. The structure
of Interferon includes the rests of molecules of DNA, and it is the written order cell work. What failure in cells
work and all organs can occur, no one today can predict. The theory replication molecules of DNA are
insolvent.
All human vital information programs are transferred from our ancestors, with correction occurring during
the life-span of people and are entered and transferred further through field structure of DNA hydrogen
connection. The molecule of DNA is reception-transferring and a recorder mechanism (it is similar to the coil
with the condenser and a diskette for record) adjusted on the certain signal. Even the small amount of DNA
molecule placed in a test tube with water, will serve as a reception-transferring mechanism. Through a DNA
molecule, a cell receives the information on which cells produce molecules RNA of various types. RNA is a
written order to produce a diverse chemical product in the cell.
Presumably, the information from 0- space proceed to a field structure of hydrogen connection DNA
molecule acts through nucleus of atoms of hydrogen creating it is a field structure. The given channel is
characterized enough by a high degree of protection against external damages. Simultaneously the field of
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hydrogen connection serves as a detector transferring information from a proton (frequency of field
structure more 1х1030 Hz) in the field structure of a nucleus cell.
4.5 CELLULAR FORM OF MATTER
In the water medium during millions years there was a consecutive planned production of organic molecules,
organelle and fragments of bio-membranes. All of it was created architecturally - field project induced by a
matter of space in the water medium and using molecules of water as the working tool, on the basis the
information from 0- space. A cell has the induced field form of a matter as a primary skeleton. All biochemical processes in a cell are carried out under the program acting from 0-space. This management
program acts on the induction field of cell’s skeleton. This field is amplified by a self-induction
electromagnetic field that is more powerful. Therefore we can observe the ordered processes moving organic
molecules into the volume of a cell. Water molecules take an active participation in all processes.
Coagulation of protein in secondary, tertiary and quaternary structures does not occur spontaneously, it
occurs under the set program and using water molecules as the tool. In eukaryote cells a nucleus and large
organelle are allocated by bio-membranes and in addition have the field skeletons where the operating
program is acted. In case of infringement of the cell, which is a part of a tissue, is not destroyed, but only
capsulated. The volume of a physical body is kept. The modern biochemistry gives us knowledge on the
numerous biochemical processes occurring in cells, however it does not give the answer to a question of why
it occurs and that does a cell alive and self-reproducing. The answer is simple - the information program.
Over billions of years, through vegetative and fauna, there was a working off of the most complicated
programs to manage the cells, tissue, organs, systems and organisms in complex biological objects. There
was a programmed creation, on the basis of symbiosis of cells, and a body for "humans". Any cellular tissue,
organs, systems and a body gathers from cells in a field architectural structure simultaneously creates
program of teamwork of this symbiosis of cells. Acting programs enter into fields of a self-induction, whence
supervise over work of a cell, tissue, organs, systems and all organism.
Here are seven levels of managing programs.
- All organism (body).
- Organs.
- Systems.
- Tissue.
- Cells.
- Organelle, including nucleus of a cell.
- Molecules of DNA (a chromosomal complement with fibers markers).
The most protected, but also least accessible to correcting intervention, is the information channel through
the nucleus of DNA hydrogen atoms. The less protected is the field structure of a body. Even small
electromagnetic fluctuations can break the program as agreed works of organs and systems. All it concerns
to any biological organism (body). Further we shall consider only a human body.
The human being is the most complex kind of a matter created on the Earth. It consists from: energy, field,
atomic, cellular forms of a matter plus the expanded bipolar program of individual consciousness and
material operative system - a brain. Clearly, for normal functioning all this system, creation of a homeostasis
and symbiosis of cells, organs and micro flora, a multilevel information program is required; we shall allocate
it as the vital life program. Unlike animals, there is the expanded bipolar program of individual consciousness
and the increased material operative system, a brain. Infringements of the vital life program are similar to
infringements an animal and flora programs, however we have much expanded the spectrum of these
infringements. It is result of the influence the algorithm of human individual consciousness on vital program.
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5. Individual human consciousness
Individual human consciousness is the bipolar program working by individual algorithm. A mind is ability of
this program to think analytically. A brain is a material operative system of visualization, and a place of
temporary memory. Under this program in the electromagnetic field created by neural cells of a brain are
visualized any external and internal influences caught by receptors of a physical body: nervous cells of a skin,
tissue, organs and systems; cells of sight, hearing, sense of smell, taste.
Individual human consciousness is the bipolar program with individual algorithm which carried out both
responses to external and internal influence.
Individual human consciousness is responsible for emotional characteristics of human mentality.
Individual human consciousness is responsible for creation of the certain type of nervous systems even in
intra-uterine development.
Individual human consciousness is responsible for development and use of a physical body.
Individual human consciousness is responsible for infringements of geometrical parameters of construction
and an arrangement of organs and systems in a body.
Individual human consciousness is responsible for hereditary infringements of integrity of organs.
The work product of individual consciousness in the electromagnetic field created by cells of a brain is ideas
with the emotional coloration, or the emotional information on the electromagnetic field carrier. On the
basis of the individual consciousness the people take actions that are conscious and unconscious. The
Chinese and East Indian medicine speaks a lot about influence of consciousness on the integrity of an
organism, but it is not concrete. The individual consciousness of a person is infinitely complex and connected
with managing programs of a body, systems, organs, tissue, cells and their components through numerous
transfer systems including information program in 0- space, the nervous system, the endocrine system and
the field in a biological body. When someone is born, the program of individual consciousness is set. The
algorithm of individual consciousness defines the probability of the occurrence of hereditary infringements in
the integrity of organs and systems. Hence, the algorithm of individual consciousness influences the integrity
of the vital program transferred from 0- space. So, the law Trinity is applied to the people.

6. Influence the program of individual consciousness on vital life program managing human body
In 0- space is available:
Variants:
1) a. Standard information model of a human body with the vital information program.
b. Standard basis (matrix) of the bipolar system of consciousness. Therein lays the similarity of
human beings
to the CREATOR.
Prototype: Adam and Eve
2) a. The standard model of a human body considering racial attributes.
b. Uniform for all racial.
3) a. The information model of a human body considering patrimonial and hereditary attributes
b. The information system bases of patrimonial consciousness.
4) a. Individual information model of a human body with vital information program.
b. The information program of individual consciousness created on the basis of patrimonial and
parental consciousness systems fixated during life (algorithm).
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Children, in their habits and character of behavior, are always similar to their parents or relatives. During life,
an algorithm of the consciousness can be corrected by the person.
Let's consider two variants:
A. Variant 1.
Pic.1

left side – 0-space

right side – material space

1а - the field structure induced from 0-space for geometrical construction a cellular body.
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1b- the field structure with vital program is induced from «0» spaces through
information system of individual consciousness. The algorithm of individual
consciousness does not make correction to managing program biological body.

Field structure is self-induced by cells, tissue, organs and a physical body. Here is
acting vital
program. This is aura.
In «1» variant Trinity law and the vital management program is completely observed. The human body acts
without distortions (It is Adam and Eve's variant).
B. Variant 4. Pic.2
In variant 4, the induction and self-induction processes used during the creation of body structures do not
coincide. Hence some cells, tissue, organs, systems and the whole body do not receive the precise and
complete vital program. Result: infringement in operating programs which affect a pancreas, a liver, kidneys,
sexual system and so on, and as consequences: diabetes, stones in kidneys, an adenoma, infringement in a
liver and acid-alkaline balance. There is a consecutive destruction of integrity at the tissue and cellular levels.
Having created the human being, "Creator" has enabled people to independently develop bipolar individual
consciousness through preservation of the integrity of a physical body. The individual consciousness of the
person, possibly, should be comparable to the consciousness of the "Creator" - to be rigidly bipolar. The
person is obliged to express his feelings, desires, needs and whims emotionally and not vice versa.
Infringements of bipolar individual consciousness which are not eliminated during an individual's life time
are transferred to the subsequent generations. Infringements of vital programs that are not eliminated in
the subsequent generations bring destruction from a level of organs and tissues down to the level of cells,
organelles and, at last, on a level of DNA molecules.
In flora and fauna, life is presented intra-gregarious, related reproduction for the purpose to improving the
breed. This is forbidden for human beings, because in the human species the main goal is natural
development and challenging the consciousness. The consciousness of close relatives has a lot similarity.
Hence, related "incest" does not give an opportunity for natural change, development and reorganization of
individual consciousness in the future posterity. Related "incest" can lead to sharp strengthening of
hereditary damages of tissue and cells to bring about a degeneration of a sort.
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Pic.2

left side – 0-space

right side – material space

4b- the field structure with vital program is induced from «0» spaces through
information system of individual consciousness. The algorithm of individual
consciousness makes correction to managing program biological body.

Numerous symptoms of illness such as ulcers, inflammatory processes in the sexual sphere, diabetes,
schizophrenia and many other things are connected with infringements of their geometrical arrangement.
Infringement of geometry occurs gradually during lifetime and depends on the personal emotional
characteristics and habits influencing the architecturally- spatial construction of a body. These infringements
of geometry can happen at children as well. They are the result of the hereditary transfer of the
inharmonious emotional program, bringing corrective amendments during the intra-uterine formation of a
body. Any displacement of organs and systems is fixed by a muscular and connecting tissue. In this case,
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professional visceral massage is needed to move the organs. This visceral massage will effect the restoration
vital programs and eliminate the symptoms of "illness".
It is necessary to remember that humans transfer an uncorrected algorithm of individual consciousness to
their descendants in future generations. Their hereditary infringements of the work of an organism (illness)
also are working off karma - a reminder of the correction of the consciousness program which has been
transferred by ancestors. The person, possibly, can change the working algorithm of the individual
consciousness and get rid of hereditary diseases. However his habits, memory which created in a matter and
adjusted to the system of individual consciousness will actively resist these changes. During self-healing there
is a reorganization of the tissue of organs, and it leads to discomfort and inflammatory processes. Any
infringements of the standard operating program are accompanied by molecules of the RNA deformed
program, and these are viruses. Only through viruses do program infringements pass to a physical stage. The
immune system allocates the cells working under the deformed program, and makes them capsulate. The
cells working under the broken program are not destroyed; they remain inside the body and infringe upon
the cells that are working properly.
After capsulation the cells, the operating program automatically carries out the redistribution of duties
between organs according to their interchangeability. This redistribution of duties leads to overloaded
organs. The body is exposed to accelerated aging. Many of you can see this in their grandfathers or
grandmothers who have never have been ill, but have died at 90-100 years of age, instead of at 200-300
years of age. Illness is an active inflammatory process, and aging is passive. Hence, the more distinction
between the individual consciousness of the individual and the certain standard consciousness of the
Creator, there is more breakdowns in the operating program, and a lot of cells in the organs are capsulated.
Presumably, this distinction reaches more than 50 % and consequently, more than 50 % of cells will be
deduced from a life-support system; in this case the organism switches its vital program to liquidation, for
example, an individual can start having oncology problems. The oncology program can be start in a newborn
baby, if the baby received the damaged operating program from his parents on a cellular level and the
program cannot be corrected during the lifetime of that baby. A positive change in algorithm of the
consciousness’s program can stop the cancer program and clear any after-effects. Certainly, this process is
much more complex, than is described.

7. Symptoms and their treatment is a mistake of medicine as sciences.
Illnesses are not present; there are infringements in work of information programs, which:
- manage the biochemical processes in cells, tissue and organs;
- coordinate the work of cells, tissue, organs, systems and all organism
Occurrence of these infringements can be the diversified: ranging from having an influence on the emotional
individual consciousness to virus infection; from food poisoning to industrial intoxications.
In other words, the physical body is the most complicated, interconnected system of symbiosis: it is made up
of forms of a matter, geometrical arrangements of organs, and information programs. Official medicine
treats the symptom of a single organ; it does not take an organism as a whole and does not pay attention to
the fact that diseases of the human body are the consequence of the infringement of the integrity of the
operating program. Therefore, for healing a physical body, it is necessary to change the results of the
information program in the normal stage. Healing and self-restoration technologies depend on the degree
and reason for the infringement in the operating program.

8. Self-restoration cellular organism
In this section we will be consider the human body as a whole. The basis of the principle of self-restoration
follows the law of integrity in all body systems as created by the Creator. The creator did not create a sick
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body. Hence, any negative information causing infringement of the vital program is not stable and can be
cleaned from organs.
The vital program receives the necessary information correcting the working programs of organs, systems,
cells and molecules of DNA with the subsequent fastening this information on the physical stage. When
hereditary infringements occur, self-restoration requires a radical change of the information program, down
to a change in the algorithm of the consciousness’s program. Do not forget the law of inertia, and keep in
mind that positive changes in information programs will not lead to immediate healing, especially if there is
distortion of the geometry in the arrangement of organs and systems. Actually the process of selfrestoration is much more complicated.
Special equipment has been developed for the self-restoration and correction of standard vital information
programs. Results of information influence can be traced and checked through electro-puncture diagnostics,
positive changes in a homeostasis of organs, and other specially created equipment. Vital information
programs have been written down in crystals in the evolution of matter up to the and including human
beings; it is not a material object and do not need to be a certified.
The main part of this special equipment is an information module (bank) with up to 260 memory blocks. Each
block is a set of crystals. The information for self-restoration is written down in the field structures of the
inter-nuclear connections of a crystal lattice of minerals. The information is carried out using a weak electromagnetic field.
Memory Block comprises following programs:
1. The Program №1. Information of architectural field-effect geometry: body, systems, tissues, cells,
organelles and molecules.
2. The Program №2. Information of functions of an organism as an organic whole.
3. Программа№3. Information of joint functioning systems and colonies of the microorganisms which
are in a body.
4. The Program №4. The information of each individual organ.
5. The Program №5. The information of all tissues.
6. The Program №6. The information of liquid systems.
7. The Program №7. The information at a cell level, chromosomes and DNA.
8. The Program №8. The information at a molecular level.
9. The Program №9. The information at an atomic level.
10. The Program №10. The information about Influence at an elementary particles level.
11. The Program №11-23. The information about Influence at a field structure level.
12. The Program №24.The information about Influence at an individual consciousness level.

Theoretical research of a modern science confirms that the potential life of a cell is more than 500 years.
Making changes at a field level result in physical changes in cells, tissues and in organs leading to the
infringement of integrity and the prescheduled "aging" of cells and organisms as a whole. The restoration of
the functional abilities of all cells in the whole organism leads to self-restoration of the whole organism.
Thus, processes of healing and rejuvenation have an interconnected character.
The more we are treated with medications, the more we are ill! Organisms lose their ability to synthesize
medication after their constant use. Once they are not digested, the result is a deficiency, which grows out of
the shortage or micro and macro elements in an organ. Quite often, excessive amounts of biologically active
additives, enzymes, vitamins, and both micro and macro elements lead to more complex infringements of
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the integrity of organs in the future and to the subsequent genetic infringements able to lead to
degeneration of a sort. In fact, the initial therapeutic effect is positive. Bacteriosis is the result of
uncontrolled applications of antibiotics and dissolution (including ions of silver). All deviations in organs and
systems are the result of infringement of the vital information program.
The information technologies can have practical applications in all spheres of human activity including power
energy, industry, agriculture, veterinary science, ecology, medicine, the microbiological industry, virology,
transport, communication, geology, and astronautics.
The application of information influence can help with water treating, clearing of sewer drains,
neutralization of poison gases, and waste of radioactive infection. Our research showed that the application
of the equipment for elimination of radioactive "Iodine" in soil and water in the Bryansk area gave positive
results. Protection and treatment of animals and birds from various epidemics is possible. We can forecast
epidemiological diseases, natural cataclysms, and many other things as well.

9. Universe is the program-developing matter.
Entropy - spontaneous absorption by an electromagnetic field a substance of the extraneous information
which raises an electromagnetic field of atoms (a corpuscular matter).
In space, we have information dust. We need to clear this dust because its continued presence will lead to
accelerated destruction. Our atmosphere is constantly cleared from the alluvial information (dust). The way
of clearing is simple. Powerful electromagnetic categories (lightning) raise and destabilize electronic
environments (field structures) in atoms of gases, destroying geometry information of dust. Water, a rain and
snow finish this cleaning work. Natural meteorological conditions are planet programs of clearing dust
information, and growth entropy processes. The purpose of clearing is to clean the information chaos from a
bio-complex of the Earth. Another purpose is the creation of favorable conditions for the natural (programevolutionary) and harmonious development of human beings. Information and surroundings have a tight
connection; negative information influencing on nature conditions: heavy thunder-storms, flooding and
cataclysms. We can mention increased thunder-storms above large cities and megacities, and also in the
tropics where there are an active biological life. Destabilization of the field space of the solar system could
possibly occur due to periodic flashes on the sun and strengthening of solar activity. This can result in the
creation of black holes in space. Their applicability can be the diversified. Drawing electromagnetic and
gravitational field structures - carriers of information dust, they solve a problem clearing of space of the
Universe, and can serve as gravitational systems of a binding of solar systems. Clearing of the field structures,
a spontaneous (alive), organic matter is based on the general principle: destabilization of the field structure
operating program and clearing of information dust. The same principle applies to the human body: at the
certain hours during day time there is a program suspension of the activity of organs and systems (a liver,
kidneys, a stomach, etc.). This leads to a reduction of the amplitude and frequency of fluctuation of a tissue
of organs or system and accordingly to attenuation of an electromagnetic field self-induced by organ. What
occurs is an automatic dump of the damages accumulated during the course of the day in vital programs.

10. Researches on a theme: the Information is a program creating a matter and setting matters various
properties .
Special equipment has been developed for carrying out research. This equipment allows for checking up the
received theoretical knowledge of records, storage and transfer of the information to various forms and
kinds of a matter. Observable changes of properties and characteristics of a matter, according to the set
information program, can be used as convincing proof of existence non-material information.
Here are some experiments.
Experiment 1 In a solution there are coccal forms of micro-organisms, type E.coli. When we add the
corresponding type of micro-flora information to the solution, we have neutralized the information program
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of this micro-flora which is in the solution and it has stopped the physical existence, as a bacterium. This
process has been named « ITSELF ON ITSELF ».
With multi-cellular organisms such as mould or a fungus, this does not occur; instead they mutate. This
mutation demands other technologies for neutralization.
Experiment 2.In field structure of (self-induced) DNA molecules of the alive micro-flora were inducted
various information programs. For this purpose, there was recording information micro-flora-acidophile
sticks, symbiosis of micro-flora of kefir and micro-flora of the Bulgarian stick from photos (the book «
Microbiology 1965) colonies. It became clear that we have received this information from a matter of space;
the photo and the name of micro-flora has served as the address. The receiving information, we have written
down on a crystal lattice of the fused tin individually for each micro-flora. A three glass flasks has been filled
with 200 ml. of unpasteurized milk. Samples have been corked and warmed up to 90 degrees Celsius then are
cooled about 26-28 degrees. On an external wall of flasks tin "chips" with individually written down programs
of micro-flora-acidophile bacterium, kefir micro-flora and micro-flora of the Bulgarian bacterium are
attached. Samples have placed in thermostat with temperature of 26-28 degrees. 24 hours later, the clot was
formed in flasks. Organoleptic estimation has shown: taste of sour-milk products corresponds to taste of that
sour-milk product which would be received at entering corresponding micro-flora. Research of samples
under a microscope has confirmed that in each individual sour-milk product there is only a sporangium hay
bacterium. After destruction by pasteurization field created by hydrogen connection restoring in DNA and
became a basis on which record the information program of kefir micro-flora, acidophile and Bulgarian
bacterium from the chip in milk through water has been made. Thus, in conditions of absence in object (milk)
initial micro-flora product, the qualitative product with all confirming characteristics has been received.
Consciousness can change some characteristic of substance by the force of negative thoughts. For example,
an intestinal bacterium can turn into a tubercular bacterium.
Other experiments transfer physical and chemical properties of gasoline А-93 to gasoline А-76, flour one
kind to flour another kind, eliminate information of harmful resin and nicotine in cigarettes (the smoke from
such cigarettes lost the characteristic taste and a smell) with simultaneous record information of medical
products treatment lungs. All experiences have given positive result.

11. Information devices (Harmonizers) - life-term devices
Harmonizers are groups of devices with the main purpose to helping people constantly manage their health.
These devices are used for the correction of vital programs which are employed in the human body. These
vital programs regulate the interconnection between organs and systems and biochemistry processes as well
as protecting the body from various viruses, bacteria, hereditary, chronic and other diseases. A Harmonizer is
a technical product that uses knowledge of formation and structures of a matter.
In our Research Center we fabricated next type Harmonizers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

RIC – rigid information carrier
H-1 – use constantly and individually
H-2 – universal with one BM
H-3 – individual for women
H-4 – using in car
H-5 – individual for men
H-6 – universal with 26 BM
H-7- universal with 260 BM

All materials used for the fabrication of Harmonizers do not have harmful radiation and are safe for people.
Analogs of these devises do not exist.
RIC -Rigid Information Carrier
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RIC is a slice of tin where correction information is recorded. Recorded correction information will be
provided in automatic mode from Information Module where all useful information of program managing
work all organs and systems in human body and curative information is stored.
Technological process of healing:
1.
2.
3.
4.

First Meridian Stress Analyze (MSA) diagnostic 5 minutes
Record correction program intermediate carrier
30 minutes
Second Meridian Stress Analyze (MSA) diagnostic - 5 minutes
Adjusting correction program and recording to RIC - 15-20 minutes

Equipment:
1. Computer diagnostic system KEC-01 (doctor Nakotani’s method)
2. Information Module
3. Device “I” is equipment for acupuncture adjustment information programs and rerecord it to RIC.
Consists of Micro-meter connected to the special scheme, executed on the basis of microcircuit

УД1208, the power supply consisting of 4х elements АА, a copper platform for casting the tin carrier
and two probes. Maximal current loading in a circuit “device – person” fluctuates from 0.2 up to 4
microampere, that is more sensitive than device FOLJA. Only at such current loadings is it possible to
catch, compare and visualize the information programs working in cells, tissues, organs and in all
organisms through the Micro-meter. Only such current loadings do not.
4. Soldering tool for melted tin.
Recording correcting programs in water and the intermediate rigid carrier
The individual takes the Information block in hand. During 30-60 minute period, he serially shifts it from one
hand to the other and holds (not removing clothes) around his body in spots which disturb him or have pain
(kidneys, a liver, intestines, etc.). It is desirable during these 30-60 minutes for the person to conveniently sit
in an armchair and feel the processes which will occur in his organisms. There is a process of self-correction
information programs going to an organism with their simultaneous recording to water and the intermediate
rigid carrier.
After the second КEС diagnostics, in conformity with the reading parameters, an acupuncture correction of
the future correcting program is made. The last stage is recording of the correcting information program
from the water and the intermediate rigid carrier in the tin carrier. Rigid "RIC" is attached to the body 1.53см below the middle right collarbone with an adhesive plaster. The RIC is carried for 6 days in the following
week. One day is given for rest. The information from the RIC is read out by blood and lymph systems. The
correcting information is transferred through the body and enables the body to make positive changes in
organs, systems and even cells.
Due to fact that the correcting information is requested by an organism it excludes the entering of the
unnecessary (negative) information into the carrier. Rigid electromagnetic radiations can damage the
information in the RIC. The RIC can be set to produce information once a week or once a month. In the one
month case, it makes 3-4 copies which wear on a body every week. In the occurrence of an uncomfortable
active biological process, the "RIC" can be removed for 1-2 days, and then it is reattached. The uniform
system of restoration is not present, as there is no identical algorithm of individual consciousness. Gradual
changes in the symptoms for most individuals can be seen after at least one year of use.
Information Module
Information Module is a main part of all Harmonizer devices. The Information module is a set of crystals,
magnetic, and ampule with water. The Healing information is recorded in electronic internal- nuclear lattice
of crystals. This information is non-material, can be retrieved from any point of space, and is not a subject for
certification. A Magnet can be used as a power supply to create a suitable electro-magnetic field to transfer
essential information to human body.
In one BM "bank" there is a complete composition of all programs managing the vital functions of an
organism. However, their delivery to the body occurs consistently. Therefore a program on the dissolution of
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stones in a gallbladder cannot simultaneously work with the program on the treatment of adenoma. This lack
is eliminated by application of multi-blocks information banks.

Harmonizer H-1
Application and principle diagram

The Harmonizer H-1 is designed to be use constantly and individually.
This device has a cylindrical shape. It looks like a pendant and can be
put on a chain and worn around neck.
H-1 has one Block of Memory.
1. A case. The case can be fabricated from different material: gold, silver, cupronickel, copper,
aluminum, a brass, bronze or stainless steel is possible.
2. A permanent magnet (4х4х8 mm). A permanent magnet is used for creating a stable electromagnetic field to carry out the healing information.
3. An Information Module with one block memory (bank of the information) is a main part of this
device. A Bank of information comprises useful healing information, which is recorded in a set of
crystals (diamonds, sapphires and rock- crystal).
4. The set of crystals are fixed in plaster. For insulation they use wax or similar alloy
- Si02 -D = 0.5–0.1mm - 60 %
-Al2О3 - D = 0.010.1mm - 1 %
- C - a powder0.01 %
5.

Plaster (bonding agent) –38.99 %

Description of the functions of the Harmonizer H-1:
What are illnesses? We can state that an illness is just an infringement of the integrity work of an organism as
an organic whole. It is mean that your body needs to replace this infringement. The sub-consciousness
invokes the essential healing information from the Information block of H-1 to repair the damage in your
body. This information is transmitted to the physical body through electro-magnetic fields in the body and
the H-1 device. The H-1 is the technical product which uses knowledge of the interconnection between nonmaterial and material matter. The Information in the Information Block including the wide frequency
spectrum enables self-healings from various chronic, viruses, bacteria, hereditary and other diseases.

Harmonizer H-2Y
The Harmonizer H-2Y is designed to be used for individual and home application. This device employs a wide
spectrum of purposes and helps people to retrieve their health.
The main principle of the H-2Y is similar to that of the H-1; the only difference is in the power supply that is
used to create an electromagnetic field. In this device we use a AA battery instead of a permanent magnet.
The H-2Y has one Block of Memory
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Healing Effect
1. Treat an individual organ for pain and inflammation.
2. Prevent or treat arthritis, osteoporosis, blood vessels and joints such as the
feet.
3. Use for water application: eliminates negative information which was
acquired during transportation to the consumer, suppression of
pathogenic micro-flora, clearing negative influenced chemical fertilizers,
heavy metals, extraneous smells. For this purpose, the H-2Y connects by
"crocodile clips" to the unpainted metal surface of a pipeline or the fixture
system of cold water supply.
3.1. This pure and healthy water is a guarantee of healthy life. You can drink tasty and healthy water, use
this water to wash vegetables and fruit, meats and fish, and for cooking food as well. The food has a
pure and pleasant taste. You do not need to buy bottled water any more.
3.2. In taking shower or bath, you receive not only physical cleaning, but also will remove emotional
stress. From the Information Module, water will derive essential self-healing information and
transmit to your organisms. For the first 2 months, take a shower with the device connected to
water supply for a limit of 15-25 minutes.
3.3. For an accelerated therapeutic effect of destruction of stones in kidney and gall bladder systems, we
recommend drinking small portions this heath water more often.
4. Used for improved products and food. Put in containers or wrap in foil samples of creams, ointments,
medicinal means, food, vitamins and so on and connect to H-2Y. By the law of "similarity" you will have
these healthy products at any distance from the device.
5. Use this H-2Y for skin therapy and cosmetic application.

Connection
H-2Y connects by "crocodile clips" to foil or to a copper or aluminum plate.

Maintenance
H-2Y is life-term device.
Once every six months, the power supply should be checked by pressing the button; light should
come on. If the light does not come on or dim, the replacement of elements is required. The
replacement of elements is usually required every 1.5 - 2 years of operation. The repeated checking
of the system is not recommended; once every six
months is sufficient.
Because the insulator is a melting material (wax or
medical paraffin), it is forbidden to place or keep H-2Y
near heating elements.

Harmonizer H-6
Harmonizer H-6 is similar to the H-1 and H-2Y, but it has
26 Blocks of Memory and is used for large and mass
applications.
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Healing Effect
1. For self-healing pyramids system the time of a session is 30-60 minutes.
-H-6
+ Power Supply
1. Tube form design: pyramid, cubeparallelepiped, truncated pyramid.

1

2. Relaxation room. Time of a session 40-60 minutes. The device of a tubular design on perimeter of a
room.
3. Individual tubular design for beds. This is an opportunity for the self-restoration of organisms during
sleep.
4. Swimming pools and small reservoirs.
5. Use this device during hemodialysis. This creates conditions for the self-regeneration of tissues of a
kidney.
6. Using information technology on stock-raising farms has a huge economic benefit from antibioticsfree meat production.
7. Information technology also can be very useful in maternity hospitals to help premature babies. For
this purpose typical physic -therapeutically equipment for artificial breath, kidney, and heart will
connected to information bank.
8. Can also be used in many other useful settings; includes hospitals, health centers, children's houses,
boarding and public schools, military, sanatoriums and nursing homes.

Connection
The H-6 connects by "crocodile clips" to foil or to a copper/aluminum plate.

Maintenance
H-6 is life-term device.
Once every six months the power supply should be checked by pressing the button; the light should
come on. If it does not come on or is dim, the replacement of elements is required. The elements of
the power supply are usually replaced after 1.5 to 2 years of operation. It is not recommended that you
repeatedly test the system. Once every six months is sufficient.
Because the insulator is a melting material (wax or medical paraffin), it is forbidden to place or keep H-6 near
heating elements.

For mobile applications, the system requires four AA batteries, which are not included.
Compound blocks and elements H-6 assembled and mounted in standard hinged boxing VIKO 90
91 21 04.
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11.1 Information correction cells, tissue, organs and systems of an organism
Information correction is an effective healing method, using the Information Harmonizer 1, 2, 2у, 3, 4, 5, 6 or
7 and the individual rigid information carrier (RIC). This equipment is comprised of "banks" of information
programs of correct work, and the biological influence of medical products on cells, tissue, organs and
systems.
The essence of the method is information, which helps correction and self-restoration of all organisms. In a
basis of regenerative effects of information correction, lies the physiological improvement of the response of
organs that leads to the greatest possible harmonious activity of internal organs and systems. Application of
information correction starts the whole complex of regenerative effects which are reached by your organism
without side effects and complications. The spectrum of improving indications is very wide.
Technological features of devices such as the Information Harmonizer and specially developed simplified
techniques of self-restoration allow us to effectively apply the Harmonizer in routine life for people of any
age at the minimal contra-indications and full absence of harmful side effects. This is possible due to the
theoretically developed and experimentally fulfilled special reading and record technology of healing
information programs which have come about as a result of long-term research, and monitoring KEC of
diagnostics (the mechanism of a biological feedback) which provides for organism reaction registration.
Main principles of information correction
1. Information infringement can be present even without actual complaints of some pain or distortion.
2. Information influence should be begun at once after MSA diagnostics. Dual application of information
influence allows reaching positive results more quickly.
3. Information influence, during remission of chronic disease or pathological process, can cause an
aggravation. If the aggravation has occurred, it is not necessary to worry and stop the information influence;
it is necessary to continue the influence until the illness is removed or essentially reduced.
4. For increased results in efficiency of restoration it is necessary to use various types of data carriers
(electromagnetic from 1х10-2 Hz up to 1х1025 Hz, gravitational, sound and molecules– atomic).
5. It is necessary to remember, that Harmonizer devices influence and make restoration of all systems
including the nervous, endocrine, immune, lymphatic, blood and others, even when you use them for only a
particular complaint, such as a callous, a bruise, a headache, a cold, wrinkles, a sleeplessness, etc.
Diseases that have been present for years and even hereditary problems will start to disappear from your
body. Your attitude will change. Your healthy body will result in a healthy mind. You again have an
opportunity for a healthy adaptation to the constantly changing conditions in life, including family and social
parameters. You will look younger than your actual age. Your children will have minimal infringements of
programs operating biochemical processes in the organs.

EFFECTS SELF-RESTORATION -as a result of the application of the Harmonizer
Analgetic (anti-pain) EFFECT
Many diseases are accompanied by a painful syndrome. Your organs are shouting for help. Patients or
victims wants to remove pain as soon as possible. The Harmonizer satisfies this desire in full. The
anesthetizing effect is shown first; this is a result of the work of the device, and it is first and stunning
efficiency of this device.
The mechanism of the liquidation pain is complex and described in the special literature. One element of this
mechanism is the development of special substances called endorphins. As a result of information correction,
endorphins are increased and patients even with severe and strong pain gradually refuse narcotic medical
products.
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ANTI-VIRUS AND ANTIBACTERIAL EFFECT
The process of suppression of virus and bacterial infection is based on information programs blocking the
reproduction of viruses and bacteria. The efficiency of this process depends on the type of the information
carrier.
ANTIONCOLOGICAL EFFECT
These are the results of an active rehabilitation program and the development of a counteracting program of
reproduction of atypical cells.
VASCULAR EFFECT
The spasm of vessels is more often infringement of the regulation of vessels’ gleam. The Harmonizer device
restores the regulatory ability of the vegetative nervous system that leads to expansion of spasm blood
vessels: arterial inflow, venous outflow and lymph circulation is amplified; this improves blood circulation,
opens spare blood vessels with previously insufficient blood circulation. The stable expansion of vessels’
gleam promotes growth of new fine blood vessels (collateral) that is very important for a body and organs
where earlier there was blockage of blood vessels or formed cicatrix.
Owing this effect to the application of the Harmonizer device is very useful for such terrible diseases, as a
heart attack, which can cause infringement of the brain blood circulation, obliterating endarteritis, and
Reynaud’s disease. Application of the Harmonizer is useful for such chronic diseases as ischemic illness of the
heart, an atherosclerosis, hypertonic illness, varicose expansion of veins, and thrombophlebitis. All diseases
which primarily have been not connected with vascular system vessels suffer secondary complications, and it
worsens the basic disease (angiopathy at a diabetes, polyneuritis, paralyses, diseases of joints, etc.). The
effect of improved blood-circulation in a vascular channel allows use of the device at hypostases (including
allergic), bruises, and hemorrhages in soft tissue for their fast liquidation.
EFFECT OF THE RELAXATION SMOOTH AND SKELETAL MUSCLES
The Harmonizer removes spasm not only from blood vessels and muscles, but also from smooth (for
example, a gullet, a stomach, a bilious bubble, an intestines, a uterus, a bladder, etc.), and skeletal muscles.
Therefore, the Harmonizer can be used in that area with success, and against a scoliosis, andosteochondros,
as well.
ANTI-EDEMA EFFECT
The Harmonizer increases the diameter of veins, strengthening venous outflow and lymph circulation. Owing
to this effect the Harmonizer could be used to treat hypostases legs with veins, heart pathology,
infringements lymph circulation, urinary systems diseases, stings of insects, etc. The Positive result can
appear in 5-10 minutes from the beginning of a session.
ANTI-INFLAMMATORY EFFECT
The system will mobilize organism protective forces for struggle against viruses, bacteria and other activators
which have caused an inflammation without the general symptoms of intoxication or with them. It is
promoted by improvement of blood circulation in the center of an inflammation due to quantity cellular
elements of the blood carrying out phagocytosis (special cells struggle with infection) sharply increases.
Strengthening of venous outflow from the center of an inflammation leads to fastest "washing away" from
intercellular space and cells the tissue of poisons (toxins) which are allocated with viruses and bacteria
poisoning the patient.
Simultaneously stimulating information leads to activate cellular and humoral part of immunity that is
reached faster in comparison to usual liquidation and removal of the inflammation from an organ. Such
Harmonizer action blocks the inflammatory process at an early stage of development (if it is applied right
after the occurrence of the first symptoms of an inflammation), or accelerates all stages of inflammatory
process (approximately by 2-3 times). Such influence has been successfully used to treat local inflammatory
processes such as furuncles, carbuncle, hidradenitis, maturate wounds and others, and various infectious
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diseases such as sharp respiratory infections, flu, quinsy, inflammatory diseases of bronchial tubes, lungs,
hearts, primogenital system, viral hepatitis and others.
FEBRIFUGAL EFFECT
Harmonizers are effectively used to decrease the body’s high temperature as the result of any diseases. Thus
the dynamics of temperature decrease favorably differs from the dynamics of the medicament; the
temperature decreases smoothly, and organs, especially the heart and the entire vascular system have time
to adapt to the new conditions, while medicaments decrease the temperature sharply.
ANTIALLERGIC EFFECT
Under Harmonizer influence an organism produces special cells and the biochemical substances which
reduce raised sensitivity of the patient to food and other allergens. It allows successful application to any
allergic diseases.
IMMUNOMODULATORY EFFECT
Application of The Harmonizer is very important for any decreased protective forces of an organism
(infringement of a humoral and cellular immune deficiency) such as chronic and long-lasting bronchitis and
pneumonias in children, long-lasting diarrheas, recrudescent and the chronic helminthes-parasitic diseases,
infections of the reproductive (sexual) system and others.
METABOLISM NORMALIZATION EFFECT
The Harmonizer normalizes a fatty, carbohydrate, protein and mineral metabolism. Therefore this device can
be used for therapy of diseases associated with metabolism infringement such as obesity, atherosclerosis,
arthritis, joint diseases and others.
HORMONAL NORMALIZATION EFFECT
The Harmonizer takes care of normalizes gland operation. Therefore the Harmonizer can be used in an
endocrinology practice to treat diseases of a thyroid gland, diabetes, post-primary barrenness and other
gynecologic hormonal dysfunctions.
ANASTALTICANDTROPHIC (TISSUE REPAIR) EFFECTS
This effect allows use of the Harmonizer as a fast pre-medical and first medical assistance at traumas and
bleedings if the last one does not demand imposing a strap; for treatment of fresh wounds and non-healing
trophy ulcers of soft tissue, erosion and stomach ulcers, a duodenal, thin and thick intestine.
DESTRUCTION GOLDBLADDER AND KIDNEYS STONES EFFECT
The Harmonizer influences restoration of self-regulation processes in organs, normalization of biochemical
structure of bile and urine, and is also applied successfully on bilious-stone and urolithic illnesses.
COSMETIC EFFECT
The Harmonizer normalizes the hormonal status, improves skin circulatory dynamics and trophic that allows
the body to make correction of problem spaces and prevent aging.
RESUSCITATION EFFECT
The Harmonizer can successfully be used as pre-medical and first medical assistance for loss of
consciousness, fainting, a shock, sharp infringement of brain blood circulation, an attack of a bronchial
asthma, a hypertonic crisis, an alcoholic and narcotic poisoning and other urgent conditions.
ANTISTRESSFUL (GENERAL REGULATION) EFFECT
The HARMONIZER can be useful for symptoms of asthenia, weariness, the general irritability, hyposomnia,
incorrect diet, consumption of ecologically polluted products, water, or air; physical, intellectual or mental
fatigue, actions of intensive electromagnetic and other geophysical and geochemical fields (both natural and
technogenic), radiation, disputed situations in family and society, complex vital collisions, during recover
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from any infectious and non-infection diseases, superfluous use of alcohol, medical products, toxic and
narcotic substances and for post-surgical treatment.
ARCHITECTURALLY-SKELETON EFFECT
For this purpose The Harmonizer is very effective along with special massages that eliminate infringements of
physical displacement of internal organs concerning their standard arrangement. An ideal person has the
structure shown in left picture, but emotional stress changes the arrangement of internal organs, as shown in
the right picture, that can lead to infringement of all systems in the whole body.

Any infringement geometry and re-arrangement of organs and systems is accompanied by physical fastening
of these infringements. These infringements lead to the failure of and the aging of the whole organism.

12. Conditions for self-restoration (technological processes based on Harmonizer)
The successful work of the self-restoration program Includes consultation of specialists such as
psychologists, psychotherapists, physical therapists, healers, and massage specialists. Consultation will be
used for supervision, analysis, advice and explanation of this program.
Also it includes technical equipment such banks of information programs (Harmonizer).
One-block Information Module (Harmonizer2, 2Y) includes all vital programs managing the work of systems
and organs. However the healing process occurs consistently. For example, the program kidney stones
dissolution cannot simultaneously work with other treatment programs. This lack is eliminated by application
of the multibank Information Module.
For reading out and transferring information it uses an electromagnetic field. As an electrical source it uses
AA batteries; in Harmonizer 2Y - 4х1, 5в, 1блок-6в, an output +, in Harmonizer 6 - 2х (4х1, 5в type АА)
2блока on 6в, an output incorporated +, (an average point).
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Information Module

(+ ) H 2у, (−, +)H 6, 7.

Information Module connected to an emitter by a flexible multi-core speaker wire 0, 5 - 1, 5 мм2 or lager
depending on source power. Instead of a wire it is possible to use a thin-walled copper or aluminum tube 1040 mm in diameter, in case additional power supply is needed.
1 - Direct connection
11 Connection is made through bulb Л-1 that allows imposing electromagnetic field with frequency of an
incandescent filament created by a heated material (tungsten) on bearing electromagnetic field with
constant frequency. Current which is passing through a bulb has an effect on the density of the
electromagnetic field; more current- more density field will bear the necessary information to "object".
111-Additional connection to stable power supplies
V = 1, 5-12 in and I = 7 - 10 000 А\ч.-depends on object of influence. Can connect in pairs, one plug +
(plus) or– (minus).
Connection of one of potentials enables creation of an EМ field which is not creating a barrier to the
movement of a liquid in a body, and also EМ field identical to power parameters of a self-induced field
organs and systems.
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12.1 Geometrical tubular construction: pyramid, cube, parallelepiped, truncated pyramid, frame and other
geometrical construction
Pic.3

Correct geometrical figures create uniform electromagnetic (EМ) field structures in a space. This EM creates
a health conditions for people locate in. These geometrical constructions can be especially useful in the
medical centers where patients are undergoing post-surgical rehabilitation.
In the Pic.3 illustration, the Pyramid design (emitter) allows for an unlimited number of people with
unlimited semiology to restore their health. These installations can be mounted in public buildings, in the
foyer of supermarkets, in parks and other recreational spots. The time of a session can last from 20 to 60
minutes. It is critical for the pyramid to have an isosceles design and not be dependent on a gold section.
Here we see the application of The 26 block Information Module. The Pyramid is constructed from cooper
pipes ranging from 16 up to 200мм in diameter and more depending upon the geometrical sizes of the
design and capacity of the power supply. The thickness of the pipes is essential only to a mechanical fortress
of a skeleton. At significant height of a pyramid, more than 30-50 meters, around the pyramid creates an
additional electromagnetic field due to the ground and electric potential between the ground and an ionic
layer. A natural additional EМ strengthening process is created for carry correcting information to the
systems and organs. The Pyramid creates around itself healthy antibacterial, anti-virus and ecological
conditions. This explains the increasing effect of meditation and religious prayer for people being inside the
zone of its influence.
12.2. Health Avenue
Along the avenue on both sides at height of 1, 8 m. and 0, 4 m. are drawn aluminum wires, or thin-walled
aluminum or copper tubes (diameter 10-20мм). Around it is created a weak electromagnetic field which
allows people entering the "bio energetic field" to be connected to the information bank for self-restoration.
12.3. Relaxation room
A truncated pyramid is built on the perimeter of a premises, or parallelepiped from thin-wall copper,
aluminum, or brass pipes with connection to the H-6. A person sits inside the room on convenient armchairs
or couches for 40-60 minutes receiving health information.
12.4 Equipment for sound-and-light show
Self-restoration acts through visual and acoustical nervous cells, through light EМ fields. A sound-and-light
show system at restaurants, bars, cafe and other public places could be connected to the Harmonizer. This
system will allowrelaxation and improvement of the whole body; it will promote creation of benevolent and
relaxing psychological conditions.
12.5 Aromatherapy
Aluminum or copper foil size 250х500мм located close aroma emitter. Transfer occurs through molecules of
aromatic substances and reads out by cells of sense of smell and cells of lungs at breathing process. Foil
connects to H-2Y.
12.6. TV, a computer, DVD, a musical complex
On the top of a connecting electric cable put (it is desirable more close to the device) 8-10 layers a foil strip,
width - 5см. Foil connects to H-2Y by "crocodile clips".
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12.7. Water system
The influence made on a human body through water is described in the article on Information Harmonizer2,
2Y. Additional in boiler-system in water softeners insures that the scum formed in boilers has no hard
crystal structure. The EFFICIENCY of boiler system due to improvement of burning process fuel is raised.
12.8. Special "radon", hydrochloric and other type baths
An aluminum or copper plate 200х200х1-2мм is put (in home application could use top of aluminum
saucepan) in bath and connected to H-2Y. Time application in radon bath should be less time than in other
types of water.
12.9. Pools and small reservoirs
In this application, use an aluminum plate 1м х 2м, thickness 1-2мм.
12.10. Individual tubular designs for beds
This is an opportunity to use the self-restoration process during night sleep.
12.11. Containers for samples: metal, creams, ointments, medical products, foodstuff, inert materials (the
activated coal, powders of clay), complexes of microelements and vitamins
All containers should be fabricated from metal, better from aluminum. The law of "similarity" allows us to
connect our organism through various substances to the information bank and have a healthy product.
12.12. The information influence through: a photo, an x-ray picture, various electromagnetic, laser, digital
data carriers
Work through an x-ray picture is especially effective. All data carriers are wrapped in a foil and connected to
information Harmonizer.
12.13. The influence through inhibited samples of blood
12.14. Submission of the information direct into blood
We use an intravenous dropper with application of various physiological solutions. The Harmonizer H-2Y is
connected through an adapter directly to a needle. It is powerful automatic system of suppression of viruses
and starts the regeneration of the tissue of patients with hepatitis, AIDS, diabetic, a thrombosis, etc. This
technological process has the limits - insertion a needle in a vein.
12.15. Application H-2Y in home

Emitters
As an emitter we can use clean cardboard (without any text) size 100 - 150 X 300 mm, thickness 1-3мм and
wrapped up an aluminum foil. Emitter connects to H-2у. The emitter placed on the open spot of a body: ЖКТ,
a head, a waist or other places where it is necessary remove pain and provide restoration. Time of influence
is 60 minutes repeated 2-4 times per day. In case strengthening of power, an additional connection to +
(plus) a 6-12в, 7 - 70 Ampere/h battery may be required. The Modes influence and duration of their
application depends on the complexity of infringement.
For suppression of virus-fly conditions it is necessary to make aluminum foil strips 15 х 100 mm, thickness 6-8
layers. One edge of a strip is clamped by "crocodile clips" and the second one is taken in the mouth. It is
necessary to swallow the allocated saliva constantly, and in 30-50 minutes the temperature is stabilized. If
the flu symptoms do not reappear in 1.5-2 hours, the process can be ended; otherwise the cycle will need to
be repeated 2 - 7 times until the flu symptoms do not reappear. In addition, during the suppression of virus
disease it is necessary to make sure the patient has plenty to drink.
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12.16. Special Harmonizer for car
A Special Harmonizer for the car influences not only the body, but also the car’s mechanism and fuel
efficiency. This is especially helpful for truck driver driving long distances.
12.17. Special technologies with electromagnetic carrier’s frequency more than 1х1020 Hz
Application of carriers with such frequency will allow for making inter-cellular information influence on
viruses - to treat a cell. These are very powerful technological receptions. They can be applied to the selfcleaning organs from any types of viruses. These technologies demand working off powerful characteristics
using high-frequency radiations.
12.17.1 A special bath with ultrasonic emitter frequency of more than 1х1020 Hz is established;
12.17.2 A special vibrato-bed in a geometrical contour with electromagnetic emitter frequency more than
1х1020 Hz is established.
The technology is based on simultaneously entering information program by the high-frequency carrier up to
a nucleolus level hydrogen atoms creating a hydrogen connection in molecules of DNA and ultrasonic
massage tissue, organs and systems while simultaneously entering the program to eliminate physical
displacement of organs and systems.
12.18. Connection to a computer network at banks, at a stock exchange and at large offices
The given connection allows for the self-restoration process to occur during computer work. Simultaneously
will be anti-virus processing in a premise. Preferably use H-6, 26 blocks of memory.
12.19. Connection to TV-radio communication network
12.20 Influences at Agriculture Complexes
Use of this technology will result in huge economic benefits and a purer product without antibiotics and
hormones can be produced. Preferably use H-6, 26 blocks of memory.
12.21. Connection to the typical, physiotherapeutic equipment
This technology can be use in medical blocks for incubation of prematurely newborn children. It can be
connected to devices such as an artificial breathing machine, a kidney, or a heart. Connection to systems of
hemodialysis patients creates conditions which restore the functional abilities of kidneys and regenerations
their tissue. In all cases it is desirable to use H-6, 26 blocks of memory.
12.22. Connection to mineral water well
In this case an effect of transfer the information through system of similarity will be observed.
12.23. Connection to a special emitter to eliminate various ecological impurities of nature
It is preferable to use special information banks. All these technologies can be applied at hospitals, special
health centers, children's homes, boarding schools, in military units, sanatoria, prisons, and houses for the
aged.

13. Information science in questions and answers
13.1 Personal photos - as the information address to inclusion self-restoration process
The human being is a set of energy - field structures and a cellular body. When taking a picture, the
electromagnetic structure of sunlight transfers the information from these structures on a negative and then
transfers them to a positive. This information has individual characteristics of a person and is kept
throughout life. Through these individual parameters communication between the person and the
information bank will occur, if we will place a photo in the special device. The distance between the person
and information bank is not important. Having connected the field structure of the person to the
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information bank we are able to take advantage of the information and start the process of restoration. This
time we continue study the powerful characteristics of information influence on the person through a photo,
depending on the parameters of the used electromagnetic carrier.
As the address it is possible to use nails, hair, clothes, written text or so on. Very powerful self-restoration
work through distance will take place using samples of the inhibited blood.
13.2 Dagger as information transfer media. Bell ringing and confession- as the program of changing
consciousness
As matter was created, there was under the law of similarity. What does it mean? It is an axiom that any
matter having an identical chemical compound, for example atoms of hydrogen, the coins made of an alloy of
one set have information connection in space, does not matter where they are in the Universe. This law was
used in creation of duplicate matter. To us it will allow using as a certain acceptance-transferring device coins. Take pennies, the sample of 2000 through 2010 and place it in the special device connected to
information bank. Now any other pennies fabricated from similar alloys will connect to that sample and
through it to information bank. These pennies being attached to a body could start the healing process in a
dysfunction organ. The oxidation-reduction processes proceeding between the metal of a coin and a body
tissue strengthens the processes transferring the necessary information in an organ.
Using a dagger, we apply the same technology to the self-restoration process. One or two daggers, from each
party, should remain in church, in a special place. Icons, information programs about illnesses (automatically
written down from parishioners in oil paints of icons), the information on the curative grasses, brought by a
magnetic field of the earth and written down in crystals of ordinary sandstone, voice requests for healing and
much - many other things, served as the information bank. Using a dagger, the field structure of the
individual, through various fields, incorporated to the information base of church, and on the basis of the
received information, the process of self-restoration began. The law of information communication of a
similar matter in space was used. People, not understanding an essence of occurring processes, have named
this process as a metallo-theraphy.
Also for the purposes of self-restoration as a carrier of information, we can use a sound wave of a church bell
ringing, and be present at least one or 1.5 hours in church. The confession is a process of the analysis of the
consciousness algorithm. Humbling is a process of updating the emotional part of consciousness. Building
constructions similar to pyramids accompanied with aromatherapy were used as information carriers as well.
Being in church, pray all that arising electromagnetic field structure and translates brain cells in an alpharhythm or a 0-condition. Work consciousness program in these frequencies eliminates occurrence of
emotional infringements and withdraws the program bringing these distortions.
For the similar purposes, pyramids (systems for self-healing) once were under construction. Any electrical
engineer can draw a picture of electromagnetic fields inside a pyramid, churches, or any hollow geometrical
structure, considering a magnetic field of the ground and electric potential on height of a building concerning
its base. But the non-material information (the program, a word) have been forgotten and thrown out from a
science of a matter. Technology and physics of these processes are so simple, that only superstitious denying
of the presence the NON-MATERIAL information - as program part of construction a matter and investment
its various properties, has torn off mankind from the knowledge known more 10 thousand years ago. Adam
and Eve, being in paradise, had an information structure and were practically immortal. Ingenious analogy:
the tree of knowledge of good and evil is an emotional algorithm of the bipolar consciousness program! Who
has transferred it to mankind? Showing an apple, Eve gave knowledge of a structure of a body for the
mankind; that their organs will consist of cells and will get stability in a matter of space the same as a cell
structure of an apple has. However take off from the Earth more than 60 km (border of an ionosphere) may
lead to infringement of clearing processes of energy- field structures from information dust. That is observed
in astronauts. We believe that for strengthening clearing processes from the extraneous information the
special artificial system is required.
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A big question is how the knowledge which has entered into the bible and other religious books is received.
The Gap between a modern science and this knowledge has filled by magicians, sorcerers, pseudologer
healer, prophets and diviners, bio-energetic, and discoverer of various curative beams and torsion fields, etc.,
etc. –people's imaginations are boundless. We should mention that some people have a sensitive nervous
system. They can perceive the information through weak EМ fields and create it. Therefore it is always
inconvenient to figure out where the validity is and where virtually is involuntarily. Genetics scientists search
for a gene of immortality, other scientists search mankind for genes not yet found, virologists wish to invent
an anti-virus vaccine to cure AIDS, cancer, heart diseases and more. And in fact than that is easier? The
Computer, without the program and energy, is only iron. Connect the electric power, install software, and
this iron become alive and will perform the work certain entered, by YOU, the non-material program. Enter in
a clot of an electromagnetic field the information of an image: a person or an animal and the result becomes
a ghost which will be really seen by other person. Some people have taken advantage of using this property
in creating illusions of revival. The people’s consciousness can be visualized only in the electromagnetic field
which is created by the cells of a brain. Experts ”Management of Reason" H.Silva, “Technology of execution
of desires” S.V.Kovalyovu and many other authors discover that idea has material implementation in the
electromagnetic field created by neural cells of a brain. And further there is an automatic start of this
materialized idea in an electromagnetic field of the Earth where there are all materialized ideas of mankind.
Various "magic" variants of your desires are possible under certain conditions of execution; the more
emotionally you think the more real it becomes. However constantly strong, not compensated emotions
lead to infringement of the vital program.
Through atoms of hydrogen the human being is connected with the matter of all Universe, through atoms of
carbon with vegetative and fauna. Any information present in any point of space and you can receive it any
time. The genofund of mankind is not destroyed because it is non-material substance and stored in
consciousness of the Creator.
13.3 What influence on process infringement of vital programs?
During the course of a lifetime people eat different foods, communicate with other people, animal and
various objects of an organic and inorganic matter. The result is the pollution of the field structures of a
human body.
Greater impurity of collateral information the people receive through their consciousness by digestion of
substandard food and being in bad ecological conditions. Toxic substances which received during digestion
are stored in intestines and render negative information influence on managing programs. The program of
destabilization and clearing of field structures works under daily, week, monthly, annual and ten years'
programs. In consequence infringements of destabilization and clearing programs dump of the collateral
information decreases and as a result diverse infringements in a physical body: headaches, increase blood
pressure, and the heaviest defeats of systems and organs. Practically all seriously ill patients do not have
dump of the negative information from field structures on which work vital programs. In some way clearing
field structures from the negative information can be increase by walking barefoot on a meadow grass with
dew, on damp sea and river sand.
Harmonious bipolar development of a consciousness program is the GUARANTEE of HEALTHY LONGEVITY.
The people are something greater than simply a physical body and a brain. The people are a reasonable,
spontaneous, bipolar, information system which is given our material body for temporary using.
This gives rise to a question: FOR WHAT REASON ARE HUMAN BEINGS CREATED? Development our
INDIVIDUAL CONSCIOUSNESS takes place through infringement of integrity on the physical body. Does this
mean that the body is not a main thing? We guess that the material body serves as the material environment
in which the algorithm of the consciousness program is developed and visualized emotions of the diversified
combinations.
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14. Three work techniques with the program of consciousness
14.1 Method Silva. Hose Silva, Phillip Mille « Management of Consciousness »
Here is everything for you to enter in an alpha-condition or a meditative condition of mind. Close your eyes
and look upward into a corner at 20 degrees. The given position of eyes in itself includes transition of a brain
to an alpha-condition. Now slowly, with an interval of two seconds, begin counting from hundred backwards
to one. Concentrate on the count, and you will enter in an alpha-condition for the first time. When we
focused on an idea, the idea becomes a reality because our organs transform an idea to action.
Therefore, if you wish to start the salutary processes of the organs which can be blocked by negative ideas
(meaning or unconsciously), simply say 20 times successively: “Day after day I feel better and better.“ Say it
twice day, and you will practice the method called Кue. As my research has shown, the influence of words in
a huge degree grows in a meditative condition. I have made a certain adaptation to the method Кue. In an
alpha and theta conditions we say: “Day after day in every respect to me it becomes better, better and better
Negative ideas, negative statements do not have influence in any condition of mind on me ".
For initiation it is necessary to make six simple steps.
1) For the beginning in a beta condition it is necessary to feel loving (consequently forgiving person) and
considering love as the self-sufficient purpose. This will demand some serious intellectual cleansing).
2) At the second stage, enter in an alpha-condition. This condition is necessary for self-healing as we
specified earlier, in this condition the negative work of mind, all sensations of fault, irritation, anger
will be neutralized, and an organism is released for what it was intended to do, the process of selfrestoration. Certainly, strong feelings of fault for something or anger can overflow you, but we have
found out that these feelings operate only in external, a beta-condition and aspire to disappear as
this method is practiced.
3) At the third stage, mentally discuss with itself the first stage, emphasize the aspiration to carry out
intellectual cleaning using the words bearing a positive charge, positively to think, make the person
loving and forgiving.
4) At the fourth stage, mentally investigate illness which disturbs you. Use the mental screen to see and
feel illness. This experience needs to be made briefly and only focusing your salutary energy in the
necessary place.
5) At the fifth stage it is necessary to quickly erase an image of your illness and feel absolutely cured.
Create an image of freedom and happiness which are given only with a good health. Retain this
image, experience it, enjoy it, think about it, know that you deserve it, understand it, and realize that
only in this state of health you correspond to the requirements which you are shown with the nature.
6) Finally, the sixth stage. Repeat the intellectual cleaning and finish with these words: “Day after day I
feel better and better, better and better ".
Follow this procedure for 15 minutes at least once a day for best results. We would like to make some
deviation. You probably heard that meditation, certainly, is a fine thing, but excessive interest can lead to
leaving from the real world and unhealthy concentration on itself. We always emphasize active participation
in a life, without ignoring our problems, but working to find their solution.
14.2 Joe Vitale: “Life without Restrictions”
This author tries to show us how to improve health. First of all you should concentrate on returning to a
zero condition; no memories, no programs, just Zero. In a zero condition nothing exists, no problems, and
necessity of occurrence of intentions. For example, worry about your weight is a simple reproduction of
memory programs, and these memories replace the Zero, that is You. To return to a zero condition, to itself,
is required, that God has erased memories before occurrence of anxiety on excess weight.
Only two laws operate events: Inspiration from the God and the Memory stored sub-consciousness, primarily
New and later Old. Jesus meant it when spoke: "Search first of all the Kingdom of GOD (Zero), and all rest
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will be put to you (Inspiration)". The zero condition is your monastery and a monastery of the God...
"Whence and from whom we receive all blessing - the Prosperity, Health and the World".
Desires represent restrictions. Problems represent memories. Memories represent programs. These
programs are not only yours, they are the general. To release the memory, it is necessary to send love to
God. God hears and answers the best way for us during this necessary time. You choose, but do not solve.
God solves. I repeated " I love you" all the day long. I was cleared, when people listened. I was simply
cleared, cleared, cleared. I was constantly cleared.
"Joe did you not put before yourself any purposes at all?" "Never", he answered. "I simply came to work and
cleared myself." Clarification! Clarification! Clarification!
You completely are responsible for all events. Everything is in you, absolutely all, but it has appeared difficult
to accept. Can you just be cleared and repeat "I love you" – and change the world? Will you sell more cars?
Will you earn more money? Is this truth? You should be cleared of it, or you are never cleared. "Yes, I felt
furious anger; some of my part did not want that this anger has stopped. But something inside me has forced
to repeat: Forgive me. Forgive me. I love you."
Even while working in psychiatric hospital and colliding with murderers and tyrants, Doctor Hju Lin took the
responsibility on himself. He considered that their acts have been provoked by his memories or internal
programs. To help them, it was necessary to get rid of the memories. The unique output consisted in erasing
them from memory. Doctor meant exactly this when approved that never met the patients in hospital room.
Instead of it he studied histories of their illness while simultaneously addressing to God: "I love you", "It is a
pity to me", "Forgive me" and "I Thank you". He did that to help the patients to return to a condition with an
absence of restrictions. When Doctor Hju Lin corrected itself, his patients recovered.
I repeated to myself "Forgive me" and "I love you", not addressing anybody in particular. I simply caused
spirit of love that has cured the negative external circumstances in me. The unique way to say "I love you" is
a key to this healing, but it should apply to itself instead to another. Remember, their problems are
dependent on your problems. Therefore, in working above them, you do not receive the results you desire.
Instead of them needing to be cured, you need to be cured. You should cure yourselves. You are a source of
all events.
14.3 KovalevS.V. “Desires Execution Technology”.
Desires Execution Technology is a psychological (cogitative) method of "work" with own mentality owing to
which any person can learn how desires executed think of and allows creating SELF-SOLD desires!
"Self-sold" are means, that the desire thought by means realize in itself. It is not necessary to strain, fuss, and
force your head through walls! Even on the contrary, it stirs to realization of desire. Having thought of desire
by means you should relax - your desire will already realize itself without your conscious participation. You
will need to receive only READY result, "to reap fruits".
How "Desires Execution Technology" works?
The secret consists in the phenomenal force of human sub-consciousness. Sub-consciousness is much
stronger than the human brain. It is a fact that sub-consciousness is capable of solving human problems, to
find necessary resources, to create new opportunities, to model a favorable future and much more! Thus,
"working" with any desire by means you charge the desire with the most powerful creative energy. You give
desire the force of an embodiment, the force of materialization!

15. Conclusion given by Lucevich A.N.
The 0-condition, alpha-condition, condition of meditation, all of these various names are one and same
condition: the algorithm of consciousness program. It is a primary matrix of individual human consciousness
not burdened by hereditary both individual memory and emotions.
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The condition when brain cells are generating EМ fluctuations with frequency 7−13 Hz has named acondition. When the brain works in a-condition the algorithm consciousness program is released from
emotional reaction. We do not enter into 0-space - the WORLD of the information. The WORLD transfers
information and information programs to the material Universe and the Information itself is visualized in an
electromagnetic field created by the brain. We understand only it material. The consciousness program is
created similarly to the Creator consciousness but has no borders either in volume of the information or in
frequency and speed, or in force of emotions reaction.
Work on H.Silva's system is a work with intentions. Intentions work and yield results, the inspiration works
and works wonders.
Work on system Hju Lina is a work with an inspiration. This is system of suppression of disharmony in
emotions.
Desires Execution Technology is based on the most powerful emotional influence and frequent repeatability
of inquiry, but it is deharmonization.
The Consciousness has a choice: it can begin the process of constant clarification or presumes memories to
reproduce problems. (Joe Vitale: “A life without restrictions”).
Using the harmonizer as the amplifier with an emitter on a head and applying system of Doctor Hju Lina it is
possible to help effectively itself and other people with restoration of the broken vital programs.
Unfortunately, all these techniques do not give fast changes. The human body is formed along consciousness
program and changes will demand cardinal reorganization. However in any measure, it helps to eliminate
the certain infringements.

The appendix 1
Practical use of information technologies in view of real experience
Area of Health Facility
1. Creation in city, country, etc. general network of “banks" information programs which self-synchronized
work of organs and systems any person. For connection to the network the people should have a personal
device-mini-block (H1).
2. Using of information technologies with the therapeutic purposes in hospitals, clinics and specialized clinics
(oncological, lepra, tubercular, AIDS and a hepatitis A, B, and C), and also as a data carrier application of
electromagnetic radiations with frequency more than1х1020 and as object of influence will serve 10-20 ml.
blood taken from a vein of the patient.
3. Organization complex information - therapeutic centers both in state system, and in a private sector.
4. Creation equipment for tracking changes occurring on energy, field, cellular-tissue forms of a matter in
whole organism.
Area of GERENTOLOGY
Using for the further improvement of the information equipment which helps to promote prolongation of a
physically-active phase of human life for 150-200 years.
Area of VETERINARY SCIENCE
Use information modules on livestock farms with the purpose of raising caws, pigs, horses, turkey, chicken
and others without hormones and medication; decrease of virus and bacterial diseases (a tuberculosis,
brucellosis, flu, etc.).
Area of ECOLOGY
Using to improvement of ecological conditions in zones of radioactive and chemical impurity.
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Area of WATER CONSUMPTION
Using to improving all physical and chemical, bacteriological and organoleptic parameters of water during
clearing. Give water properties promoting self-restoration. It is especially necessary for inhabitants of megacities cities for people who have kidney problems. Also it is possible to install H-2Y at individual consumers.
Area of POWER ENERGY
1. Development of the equipment for decomposition of water on hydrogen and oxygen with use
information technologies.
2. Development theory to acquire energy direct from a matter of space.
Area of GEOLOGICAL PROSPECTING
Using for fabrication of equipment for discovery of minerals by means of information technologies.
Area of ASTRONAUTICS
Create conditions for full-scale life for astronauts for long period’s time outside of 60 kilometer zones above
Earth surface.
Use equipment with Information Module for fast rehabilitation organs and systems to self-synchronization
conditions after being in space.
Area construction and composite materials with the set properties
Receive construction and composite materials with upfront given parameters using information technology
during synthesis and technological process. Necessary information should be entering in the moment of
phase transitions (condensation, crystallization) by means of powerful electromagnetic fields of the certain
frequency. The specific crystal lattice and substance is formed receives set physical-chemical properties.
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